Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The Water Pipeline Failure Issue in Australia {#Sec2}
---------------------------------------------

The consequences of water main breakages can be extremely severe in terms of water supply disruption, high repair cost and compensation claims. The breakage of a water main could have far reaching consequences, including intangible costs that can have a significant effect upon the wider community. Not only could such an event have immediate disastrous impacts to the surrounding area, there would also be long-term socio-economic impact on power, water and other supplies to suburbs. Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} (a) shows a sinkhole which has swallowed cars (and three houses have been flooded) after a water main burst in Port Melbourne. This shows potential consequences stemming from a burst pipeline. The burst failures in the water main network in a region in Australia is shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} (b). Across the entire region under our study, an average number of 400 pipe failures occur each year, causing water supply disruptions and myriads of property and environmental damages. Even while this manuscript was being drafted, two water main bursts have severely affected up to 60 houses in Sydney, Australia, within just 5 days apart \[[@CR1]\]. A recent report from the Australian Infrastructure Statistics Yearbook indicates that the maintenance cost for water assets is over 1.4 billion Australian dollars in Australia \[[@CR3]\].Fig. 1.(a) An example of consequences of pipe failure. Photo taken in Melbourne, Australia. (b) Water main network and failures in a given region in Australia, generated using QGIS.

Proactive Water Main Maintenance Using Machine Learning {#Sec3}
-------------------------------------------------------

Failure mitigation and water asset renewal programs balance the consequence of water main failure and the need to minimize cost to customers. Generally, water authorities develop risk based approaches in order (1) to avoid critical water pipe failures by prioritizing renewal of specific pipes; but also (2) to avoid replacing any pipe that is still in good working condition. To effectively achieve these objectives, machine learning techniques can be used with the advancement of Artificial Intelligence. Furthermore, the prediction estimation is expected to be long-term for the structural deterioration of water mains to effectively plan the renewal of water distribution systems and to develop risk based investment decisions for capital interventions.

Related Work {#Sec4}
------------

The water pipe breakage forecasting has been studied over the past few decades using a variety of methods and frameworks, ranging from physical models \[[@CR6], [@CR10]\] to machine learning models \[[@CR14]\]. Nevertheless, physical models for the failure forecasting process require extensive information and data, and include uncertainties that can accumulate errors during the modeling process. As an alternative, machine learning models that try to forecast pipeline failures based on historical data are far less expensive, and therefore have attracted a lot of interest from water authorities recently \[[@CR14]\].

In 1979, Shamir et al. developed a statistical forecasting technique to study how the number of breaks would change with time if the pipes were not replaced \[[@CR24]\]. In that study, the authors used a Poisson model based on the age of the pipes. Most recently, tree-based machine learning techniques have been used to predict water pipe failure rates in VIC (Victoria) \[[@CR26]\] and (Queensland) \[[@CR16]\], Australia and Syracuse, USA \[[@CR14]\]. However, tree based models are generally not capable to provide accurate predictions for extremely sparse components \[[@CR15]\], such as a critical water main. Furthermore, prediction of water main breaks has been studied using survival-based methods, such as Poisson regression and Weibull model \[[@CR2]\]. Survival analysis focuses on the study of time-to-event data, usually called survival times. These models are usually limited by their fixed model structure and their inability to adaptively adjust the model to the complexity of the problem. There is also a vast literature of estimating hazard function in survival analysis using Bayesian nonparametric techniques \[[@CR11]\]. Even though these algorithms are flexible, it cannot incorporate expert knowledge which is fundamental for applications like pipe failure prediction \[[@CR7]\]. The work reported in \[[@CR8]\] defines a Gaussian process prior over the hazard function which models the hazard function as the multiplication of a parametric baseline hazard and a nonparametric part. In our proposed method, we model survival function on a set of clusters (based on pipe laid years) to predict the future pipe breakage. This parametric component is then embedded into the prior and likelihood of a Gaussian Process.

Although there is significant existing literature, there still exist open questions regarding intricate relationships among the major factors causing pipe failure, and their long-term effect on the life-time of a pipe. Thus, prediction of water main breaks becomes a complicated task due to their low failure rate and high cost of inspection, which have led to sparse historical data. As such, the underlying function which governs the pipeline failure rates is fairly sophisticated, making it difficult to obtain a suitable model by looking only at the input data. Therefore, a nonparametric prediction method like GPR is more suitable \[[@CR19]\]. Such methods allow the data to speak for itself and require minimal assumptions on the data. Nevertheless, regression can face issues when dataset is very sparse. When we consider the datasets obtained from Australian water utilities, the general 10--12 year observation period was relatively short compared to the life cycle of water pipes (which could be more than 100 years), so that most (about 99%) pipes do not fail or fail just once during the observation period, making the data sparse (despite the low failure rate, the failure of a critical water main could lead to heavy financial losses). Trying to learn a flexible model with a few data points may result in overfitting where the model mistakes artefacts of the specific available samples as actual properties of the underlying distribution \[[@CR4], [@CR25]\]. When forecasting water main failures we encounter this issue, with the sparse incident data. Our proposed approach aims to solve limitations of these commonly used machine learning techniques.

Our Contribution {#Sec5}
----------------

In this paper we propose a semiparametric Bayesian model using survival analysis. The proposed model is simple yet effective for real-world industrial applications. Our approach models survival analysis on a set of clusters to predict the future pipe breakage. Then the resulting information is embedded into the prior and likelihood of the GPR. The main aims of this work are: (1) For sparse pipe failure data, develop an efficient algorithm based on survival analysis and GPR, (2) Apply our algorithm to a real-world dataset obtained from Australian water utilities for water pipe condition assessment, (3) Compare ensuing results of the proposed algorithm with other machine learning techniques used in the industry and literature, (4) Interpret the outcomes in terms usable by the water utilities. In addition, as our model is based on GPR which is a special class of nonparametric Bayesian probabilistic modelling, it provides a distribution instead of a point forecast. Therefore, we will have a point forecast (the mean of the distribution) as well as the uncertainty which can be obtained from the variance of the distribution. As a result, for each pipe failure probability that is predicted with a GPR, we are given the perceived uncertainty of that prediction.

Currently, our predictive data analytic models are deployed in few states in Australia for short-term prediction purposes. Each of these Australian water utilities are monitoring the number and the location of water main failures to validate our model. They also use our model in their internal financial modelling, risk distribution assessment planning and also to assist in the development of condition assessment programs. Our results indicate that proposed method opens up a new avenue for robust pipe failure prediction, and we plan to incorporate this model to the future implementations.Fig. 2.Schematics for (a) long-term failure prediction problem, (b) end to end process automated within Docker engine for the ease of use for the end users. User only needs to provide the input data files. System will go through several steps ranging from feature extraction, data cleaning, data matching, and pattern recognition to failure forecasting.

Our Approach {#Sec6}
============

We observed a fixed time period for all mains (e.g. 10 years), thus the observation period for older mains (where the age is greater than 10 years) on the age axis can be represented by Pipe 1 in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} (a), and a younger water main can be represented by Pipe 4. One challenge is to predict whether the Pipe 4 will fail on age $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t_2^{*}$$\end{document}$ in the future. Another challenge is to forecast failure likelihoods of older pipes a few years into the future (e.g. predict whether the Pipe 1 will fail at the age of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t_2^{*}$$\end{document}$ using the observed failure rates of Pipes 1--3. However, what is the relation between pipe *i* and *j*, which we will denote as *k*(*i*, *j*)? Thus, we need to know how to transfer *k*(3, 4) and *k*(1, 3) into *k*(1, 4). In more a complicated scenario, we can write *k*(*i*, *j*) as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k_t (i,j)$$\end{document}$ to assume the variation of relationship with time. The intricate interplay among these underlying functions is sophisticated, making it difficult to obtain a suitable model by looking only at the input data such as pipeline features and corresponding failure rates. Therefore, a nonparametric prediction method such as GPR is more suitable \[[@CR19]\] to handle this sort of prediction tasks. In the second scenario, when the prediction duration is very long, we do not have much data for the overlapped age period (or in the worst case scenario, there is no overlapping age period as in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t_n^{*}$$\end{document}$). In order to tackle this challenge, we employed a survival based technique to model the age based relationship and embedded the results into the prior and likelihood of the GPR. This will be further described in the next section.

Proposed Method for Long-Term Pipe Failure Prediction {#Sec7}
-----------------------------------------------------

The framework of the proposed model is depicted in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}(b). The first step entails pre-processing pipe attribute data and pipe failure data obtained from the internal database of the water utility. In the next step, the influential and significant factors are investigated and a water main failure prediction model is developed using a semiparametric machine learning model. Then the performance of the model is evaluated. Finally, a long-term failure forecasting model is proposed, with an end-to-end runnable tool to automate the entire prediction process. The following subsections discuss the aforementioned processes.

**Data Preparation and Factor Analysis.** There are three main data sources used as the input to the analytical model: Network data: this dataset describes water main information such as asset number, installation date, material, diameter, length, and location.Work order data: this dataset contains the water main failure information such as asset number, failure date, location, and failure type (burst, fitting).External data: this includes information in addition to assets, such as weather data from Bureau of Meteorology and census data from Australian Bureau of Statistics.

The above data should be sufficiently accurate for the intended use, so a data quality review has been undertaken based on three key characteristics: completeness, validation, and consistency (examination for invalid values). The quality review demonstrates that the data is sufficient and accurate for further analysis. Accordingly, this process allows to establish a comprehensive data file with complete information for each asset that can be used as an important input to further analysis. In addition, environmental and demographic factors need to be matched with the network data. Specifically, failure records and information are assigned to the corresponding assets based on the work order number, and environmental and demographic information are assigned to the assets based on the geographic locations. To quantify the underlying factors affecting pipe failures, in each of the factor in isolation, we calculate the mutual information between the 'Pipe Failure' parameter and each feature (we have selected a primary set of asset specific features). Pipe size (or diameter) shares the highest amount of mutual information with failures while pipe type has the least effect on failures. In general, all predictors by themselves display very low levels of mutual information indicating that by themselves, they do not predict failures sufficiently well. However, as we shall show later in the experiment section, the six features (material, diameter, age, length, historical failures, laid year) in unison will provide us with a much more accurate prediction model of pipe failures.

**Survival Analysis.** In addition to collectively considering the aforementioned feature set, we intend to further improve the proposed GPR procedure by incorporating the estimated survival probability of each pipe in the prior and likelihood of the predictive posterior. For this purpose, we aim to populate a newly calculated *survival probability estimate* feature in both our training and test datasets. The Kaplan-Meier estimate is considered as one of the most widely used non-parametric estimators of the survival function *S*(*t*). It has often been utilized to estimate the survival probabilities when the inputs include censored data \[[@CR5], [@CR20]\]. For censored subjects, the event occurred (or will occur) sometime after the date of last follow-up. However, it is not customary to ignore these subjects, as they provide some information about survival: it is known that they survived beyond a certain point, although the exact timing of the event is unknown \[[@CR9]\]. We will first utilize the available training data to obtain the non-parametric Kaplan-Meier survival estimate as \[[@CR13]\],$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$f_i$$\end{document}$ denotes number of failure events at time *t*, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t_i$$\end{document}$ denotes a time when at least one event occurred and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$n_i$$\end{document}$ is the number of subjects at risk of failure just prior to time *t*. Using this model, we can successfully obtain the survival probability estimates for all pipe ages spanned by the training dataset. We would need to extrapolate the estimated survival probability function to traverse beyond the training age span, for the purpose of testing the final GPR model. As the Kaplan-Meier model is not suitable for the purpose of extrapolation, we sought a parametric model which closely aligned with the Kaplan-Meier estimate along the training age span. As we shall show later in our results section, the Weibull survival probability estimate \[[@CR23]\] fulfills this requirement. The Weibull survival probability is a continuous function featured by two parameters, namely, the scale parameter and the shape parameter. Due to these two parameters functioning simultaneously, the Weibull model provides a parametric distribution with additional flexibility compared to models with single parameters such as the exponential distribution \[[@CR17]\]. The Weibull survival probability estimate is obtainable as \[[@CR22]\],$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta >0$$\end{document}$ denote the scale and shape parameters. We aim to use this model, fed by the training dataset, for the purpose of estimating the survival probabilities in the training age span as well as for the aforementioned purpose of extrapolation. The proposed procedure is outlined in the Algorithm 1.

**Long-Term Failure Forecasting Using Nonparametric Gaussian Process.** At the next stage of our model, we assume that the function *f* evaluated at a point $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {x}$$\end{document}$ is random and drawn from a multivariate Gaussian distribution \[[@CR19]\], where *i* and *j* represent different assets. The survival probabilities calculated in the previous section are embedded in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {x}$$\end{document}$ (along with other pipe specific features), and used to generate the prior and likelihood of the GPR. The response variable contains binary values, 0 or 1 to indicate the presence of a failure event.$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {f}$$\end{document}$ is a vector containing all the random functions evaluated at training data input vector, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {x}$$\end{document}$ is the feature vector and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {y}$$\end{document}$ denotes the training response variable (our case is binary indicating whether the pipe was failed or not).

Next, we can compute the predictive posterior over all the random functions considering all the pipes.$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\eta $$\end{document}$ determines the average distance of the function away from its mean, the length-scale *l* determines the length of the 'wiggles'  and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\alpha $$\end{document}$ determines the relative weighting of large-scale and small-scale variations. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$q ^{th}$$\end{document}$ feature of the pipe *i*, and *x*(*s*) represents the survival probability calculated in the previous step using Weibull method. Intuitively, if two pipes, *i* and *j* are similar, then the survival probabilities of those pipes (also their respective functions, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$f(x_{j})$$\end{document}$) should also be similar, which explains why the function generated by a GPR is smooth. Our assumption of this similarity or smoothness is encoded by the kernel function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Experimental Setup {#Sec8}
==================

Data Description and Preparation {#Sec9}
--------------------------------

The studied dataset from the water utility is comprised of water main data and historical work orders (failure records). There are 2800 work orders (failure records) collected from 2005 to 2016. We use the failure records from 2005 to 2011 as the training set, and the samples from year 2012--2016 are used as the testing set. The dataset is divided into 20 groups of water mains which were laid in the years from 1970 to 1990, covering 1888 km of pipeline network. Data statistics are presented in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}.

We compare our proposed semiparametric method against the following commonly used machine learning techniques: Gradient Boosting Regression (GBR) \[[@CR14]\], Weibull \[[@CR21]\], Support Vector Regression (SVR) \[[@CR18]\], Poisson regression \[[@CR27]\] and GPR \[[@CR12]\].

Results and Discussion {#Sec10}
----------------------

**Estimation of Survival Probabilities:** In the result generation phase, we first decomposed two partitions from the total available dataset as the training and test datasets for the GPR. The training dataset was obtained to comprise the entries for pipes laid from 1970--1990 and observed from 2005--2011, where as the testing dataset captured the entries for the same laid years, observed from 2012--2016.

It could be observed that the training dataset comprised of entries for all pipe ages ranging from 15 to 41 and the testing dataset spanned the age range 22 to 46, as depicted by Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} (a). We then estimated the survival probabilities for pipes with ages 15 to 41 using the Kaplan-Meier survival estimate presented in Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}). We used the full training dataset for this purpose, assuming that each failure could be treated as a first time failure (which allows to compute the age at failure starting from the actual laid date for the pipe) and obtained the Kaplan-Meier survival curve depicted in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} (b). We then considered parametric survival models to extrapolate the survival probabilities beyond the maximum observed age in the inputs (training data), for the purpose of populating the survival probability feature in the testing data. It was evident that Weibull survival probability given by Eq. ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) closely aligns with the Kaplan-Meier survival estimate for the training age span, as depicted by Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} (b). Thus, we obtained the extrapolated Weibull survival probability estimates for the full age span (15 to 46) using the same assumptions, and only the training data as inputs. These results were used to populate the survival probability feature of both training and test datasets.Fig. 3.(a) Age histograms for training and testing data, (b) Survival probability estimates of pipes at different ages computed using Kaplan-Meier fitter (with training data as inputs) and Weibull fitter (extrapolated with training data as inputs), (c) Suburb level model verification. (d)-(e) Long pipeline failure rates have been calculated from year 2012--2016. The shaded area represents the uncertainty associated with each prediction. The model was trained from year 2005--2011.

**Long-Term Failure Likelihood for Each Pipe:** In pipeline failure forecasting, we are interested more in the predictive accuracy of the model and less about the parameter of the function. Therefore, instead of inferring the parameters to get the latent function of interest (as in parametric methods), here we infer the function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {f(x)}$$\end{document}$ given in Eq. ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) directly, as if the function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {f(x)}$$\end{document}$ represents the 'parameters' of our model. We have inferred the function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {f(x)}$$\end{document}$ from the data through the Bayesian inference to obtain a probability distribution for each pipeline failure. In order to quantify the prediction performance of our model, we extensively studied the AUC curves generated by each machine learning technique for each testing year from 2012--2016. The results are populated in the Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. The highest AUC is reported for the proposed semiparametric model, which shows that the proposed method outperforms all the other techniques for all the 5 testing years. In general, the proposed GPR technique tends to maintain the same accuracy as the predictions are made further into the future.

We performed further analysis of predicted results using our model on the suburb level. For this study, the suburbs within a state are first sorted, based on the cumulative probability of all the pipes within the suburb for a given prediction year. This forms a suburb based dataset and the general procedure is then followed to obtain the suburb based ROC curve. In the suburb based analysis, we notice that by the aggregation of pipe failure probabilities predicted by proposed model across suburbs, we were able to predict a significant proportion of pipe failures. In Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} (c), we clearly see that when we inspect top 10 risky suburbs, 60%--70% of the pipe failures were recovered. Our analysis of critical suburbs also reveals quite interesting facts regarding pipe failures and their distribution across suburbs. As Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} (c) demonstrates, the proposed model performs well in precisely recalling suburbs with greater-than-average numbers of failures in all 5 years into the future. These results suggest that in a given year, the pipe failures are clustered in a few vulnerable suburbs. Prediction uncertainty for the long-term failure prediction has been obtained and illustrated with the mean prediction and actual failure rates as shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} (d)-(e) for AC (Asbestos Cement), PVC (Plasticized Polyvinyl Chloride) separately. These long-term prediction curves show that actual failure rates align with the results generated by the prediction model and lie within the uncertainty interval. The mean failure prediction is ideal for modelling future behaviour of pipeline network benchmarking performance indices such as unplanned water interruption and water main breaks. In addition to the mean prediction, all the water utilities require uncertainty interval of the prediction. This is required to evaluate the impact and cost of more targeted water network levels of service to inform both short and long-term renewals budgets.

The ensuing results suggest that the semiparametric modelling approach has the potential to more accurately identify high risk pipes over the existing parametric or nonparametric models that are currently available in the water industry. In addition, we are able to obtain the uncertainty associated in the long-term forecasting. This will allow us to target our condition assessment activity so that the pipes in poor-condition are found with the same level of condition assessment activity. It could also be possible to avoid replacement of those pipes that still have a safe level of remaining service life, providing more effective use of our assets.Table 2.AUC for each method from testing year 2012--2016Testing yearGBR modelSVR modelWeibull modelPoisson modelGPR model**Our model**20120.680.510.500.590.67**0.70**20130.640.580.550.600.70**0.73**20140.630.510.490.600.62**0.67**20150.610.530.470.580.64**0.65**20160.600.530.530.600.63**0.67**

We would also like to highlight that our water pipeline failure prediction models have been deployed in three states across Australia, where we have used numerous other features such as soil data, ground level data, weather data and various pressure data.

Conclusion {#Sec11}
==========

Pipeline maintenance and renewal programs balance level of service requirements and the need to minimize cost to customers. We have identified, tailoring Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques to model long-term pipeline failure forecasting provides accurate insights into water main networks. This will essentially assist water authorities to carry-out proactive pipeline maintenance much effectively. We have presented a thorough survey of the landscape of semiparametric survival analysis as it pertains to predictions of survival rates and correspondingly decease rates of assets. We have used data from the water management authorities to validate the survival analysis technique we propose, to compare against other popular machine learning techniques that have been proven effective the in similar applications. We performed a thorough analysis of the performance of the techniques in making predictions over multiple years. The results show that the semiparametric Gaussian process has consistently shown to outperform the other techniques.

This is one of our ongoing predictive analytics projects, which is being carried-out in close collaboration with Australian water authorities. This work highlights Australia's efforts in using AI to uplift the future living conditions of the society. Ultimately, we believe this work, at the intersection of Machine Learning and Asset Management, will lead to more effective and proactive infrastructure maintenance in the water industry.
